
 Competition Information Sheet & Packing List 

  

 

Ice Symmetrix 
 

  
Make sure your skater arrives having ate a hearty breakfast. You may want to pack a bag of 
snacks. Snacks need to be healthy and avoid any items that will cause allergies on the team. For 
the Beginner team: No peanuts.  

 

Skater Arrives Wearing 
 You will wear 3 layers of leggings

 First - Beige footed tights that go inside of your skates for additional warmth. No socks in 
skates that will show bumps or colours through the competition tights, beige tights 
underneath only. You do need to supply your base layer yourself. If you don’t already 
own these, these can be purchased locally at jazz matazz. Or skaters can go without, but 
may get too cold.  

 Second  - The competition tights that go over your skates  (you will receive these prior to 
the event) 

 Third – your black skating leggings on top 

 team jacket (you will receive it before the event)

 winter jacket for additional warmth – preferably black or dark coloured
 team scarf (you will receive this prior to the event)

 running shoes – no boots or flats, runners only 
 

Hair  

 Arrive with your skater’s hair in a neat, slicked, tight bun, with a part on the left. 

 Watch this video: https://youtu.be/Kjx_0pUSUN4 
 No bangs hanging or “fly-aways”, they must be secured back with gel and hair spray 
 Do not use bobby pins or clips to secure hair into the pony tail, only gel and hair spray. Bobby 

pins may only be used in the bun.  
 Slick the hair with a part above the center of the left eye. The part should be the length of your 

pinky finger. 
 The pony tail at the height of the top of the ear.   
 We are going for a natural bun size so donuts are not required for the bun unless you were 

specifically asked to use one due to your hair length.   
 Use a hair-net that matches your hair. Please practice the bun in advance using the videos. 

Your bun should look like the bun in the video. If not, you may be asked to re do it.  
 

Make up  
 Arrive with two coats of mascara on your skaters top and bottom lashes. Juv/Pre Novice teams 

require the provided fake lashes be applied at home. Watch this video: 

https://youtu.be/d4yBjiKE0js 

 The team supplies shared makeup. If you do not wish to or should not share, you may purchase 

your own in advance (we will send out the products in advance once we have them). If your 

skater is sick, you will need to purchase your own lip product!

 Remove all nail polish in advance and make sure nails are cut short 

https://youtu.be/Kjx_0pUSUN4
https://youtu.be/d4yBjiKE0js


 Leave all jewelry at home 
 

Bring 
 Hair supplies: 

 brush and fine-toothed comb

 gel

 hair-spray

 sturdy elastics 

 bobby pins

 hair net 

 Bring all of this even though you are arriving with your hair done! We often need adjust hair 

(we are picky) – the team does not supply hair products.
 Bagged healthy snacks and lunch including water bottle – be mindful of allergies 

 Some crayons and paper/a colouring book/games to occupy yourself during down time

 

Skate bag 
 
 Two sharp skates with laces– please check all screws! Skates should be sharpened at skaters 

edge one-two weeks before the event. 
 2 functional hard guards – must fit skates securely and be hard plastic 
 2 cloth blade covers in skate bag 

 Skate towel 

 
Dresses, makeup, sparkles, and hair scrunchies 

 These will be packed and supplied by you Manager at the event. 

 

Family and Fans 

 I would advise your friends and family get there early in order to have a good seat and to see the 
other local teams. The other teams in our category will also be skating, keep an eye out for them 
so we see how we compare! 


 Where possible, everyone is to sit together on the JUDGE side of the arena. When on that 

side, facing the ice surface slightly to the left. This will help orientate the skaters just like 
home. 


 When it is their turn to skate, be LOUD AND PROUD!! Cheer them on and show your 

support!! Cheer throughout their entire warm up block and also throughout their program 
when they complete elements. Please do not be shy! Posters are also encouraged! 


 Parents, if you have it, wear team colours!  

 
 

Admission 
Admission is free at monitoring. The gala requires a non-perishable or cash donation. Admission 
for Competitions is usually around 10 dollars or free with a Skate Canada Card.   
 

Questions? 
If you have questions and something isn’t clear please ask in advance. Brenda and I will be very 
busy day of! We appreciate your cooperation on this. Thanks everyone, I am very excited!!! 
 

Elyse 


